
904-9103308

RAPTORAIRSOFT.COM
29540 FULLERVILLE RD.  DELAND, FL

RAPTOR AIRSOFT
FIELD & SHOP

Admission is $50 per player.
Use of your own Bio BBs is allowed.
You don't need to purchase our bbs.
Bio Checks are done.

OPTION 1

1 player: $50 / player

Admission group rate is $25 per person.
4-7 players: purchasing 2 bottles of bbs is
required & cost can be split between group.  
8 + players: purchasing 3 bottles of bbs is
required & cost can be split between group.   
Heavier weighted bbs (.20, .25, .28, .30, .32)
are available to purchase at a higher rate. 
Above shows you the price of .20 weighted
bbs ($25) & the savings when you bring more
friends to split the cost of bbs.

OPTION 3   4 + players rate

4-7 players: $37 / player
Admission rate per player $25
2 Bottles Bbs Share $25x2=$50/4=$12

8 or more players: $34 / player
Admission rate per player $25
3 Bottles Bbs Share $25x3=$75/8=$9

Explanation of the group player rates:

Admission is $30 per player. 
Purchasing 1 bottle of bbs is required.
Heavier weighted bbs (.20, .25, .28, .30, .32)
are available to purchase at a higher rate.  
Above shows you the price of .20 weighted
bbs ($25) & the savings when you bring
more friends to split the cost of bbs.

OPTION 2    1-3 player rate 

1 player: $55 / player
Admission rate per player $30
1 Bottle Bbs $25

2 players: $42 / player
Admission rate per player $30
 1 Bottle Bbs Share $25/2= $12

3 players: $38 / player
Admission rate per player $30
1 Bottle Bbs Share $25/3= $8

Explanation of the 1-3 player rate:

AL A CARTE:
You can bring your own airsoft guns or rent from us.
Credit from the rental ($55) you used can go towards a new gun
combo $275 (Combo includes: Valken M4 gun, 9.6 Nhml battery,
Valken Charger & Hi Cap Magazine) which would then be $225 for
the combo.  Purchase must be made the same same day as renting
your gun to receive the credit.  

Full eyes & mouth protection required.  You can bring your own mask.  

Magazine rental: hi cap 300BB capacity
Battery rental: 9/6 Nhml
Battery charging (use of our electrical outlets are free)

$7 LUNCH COMBO ($9 for 2 hot dogs): Hot dog, chips & drink 

Air pass all day per tank
Anti-fog wipes (14) / (or $0.50 for 1)
Arm velcro team bands (blue/red set)
Raptor Patch
Raffle ticket drawing at lunch time ($125 pistol)

$45 (+ $10 SECURITY) RENTAL GUN

$25-$65 MASK PURCHASE

$20 MASK RENTAL

$15 RENTAL ADD ONS:

$5 ADD ONS:

Birthdays & bachelor parties - free pistol: Party guests who spend over
$500, get a free pistol.  If it's under $500, the special person gets a small
gift.  We sing to parties on the fake monkey that's on the truck! 
2 days in a row playing on the same weekend: Get 1/2 off admission the
2nd day & no bbs are required to purchase the 2nd day. 
Single monthly memberships: 5 visits paid in advance.  $40 x 5 visits =
$200. 1 person per monthly membership.  
Credit from the rental gun ($55) you used can go towards a new gun
combo ($275): Purchase must be same day as renting your gun.
100% of proceeds from gear & cuss jar $: go to orphans & widows.
Bring friends & save on field BBs: by splitting the cost of BBs.

RATES:

DEALS:

BIGGEST AIRSOFT FIELD IN FLORIDA!
#1 Jesus, Family-Friendly, Military Honored & Gun Safety
Small Family Business - Father/Daughter Owners
60 acres - 9 Playing Acres - 5-10 Acres/Area 
Terrain Variety: Sandy, Woods, Close Qrt & More
Long & Short Airsoft Shooting Ranges
All Day Games - 8 Hr Game Play - 6-8 Games In a Day 
20-30 min Games - 15 min Breaks 
Strict Refs Make Games Safe & Fun
Airsoft Shop On-Site  
Gun Technician On-Site (Available By Appointment)
Birthday Packages - Gifts & B-Day Singing 
Fun Raffles at Lunch
Water Hose Areas to Cool Down 
Electrical Outlets to Charge Batteries
Unlimited Water Bottles Available for FREE
Coolers and Food Allowed In 
Food Available for Purchase
Tents, Tables, Chairs & Bathrooms


